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Abstract: Statistical analysis methods have been widely used in all industries. In well logs analyses,
they have been used from the very beginning to predict petrophysical parameters such as permeability
and porosity or to generate synthetic curves such as density or sonic logs. Initially, logs were
generated as simple functions of other measurements. Then, as a result of the popularisation of
algorithms such as the k-nearest neighbours (k-NN) or artificial neural networks (ANN), logs were
created based on other logs. In this study, various industry and general scientific programmes were
used for statistical data analysis, treating the well logs data as individual data sets, obtaining very
convergent results. The methods developed for processing well logs data, such as Multi-Resolution
Graph-Based Clustering (MRGBC), as well as algorithms commonly used in statistical analysis such as
Kohonen self-organising maps (SOM), k-NN, and ANN were applied. The use of the aforementioned
statis-tical methods allows for the electrofacies determination and prediction of an Rt log based on
the other recorded well logs. Correct determination of Rt in resistivity measurements made with
the Dual Laterolog tool in the conditions of the Groningen effect is often problematic. The applied
calculation methods allow for the correct estimation of Rt in the tested well.

Keywords: well-logging; true resistivity; formation evaluation; Groningen effect; electrofacies;
clustering analysis; artificial neural networks

1. Introduction

Advanced statistical methods have been widely used in various industries for years.
Nowadays, statistical analyses using artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms, e.g., using
artificial neural networks (ANNs), can be performed on personal computers and the time
to perform such calculations is relatively short and depends on the complexity of the model
adopted. In interpreting well log data, statistical analyses have been performed since
the early 1970s [1]. However, large-scale use began in the 80s with the development of
computers. Then, the concept of electrofacies (EF) as a “set of well log data that characterises
lithologic unit and permit that stratigraphic interval to be correlated with, or distinguished
from, others” [2–4] was also introduced. For the sake of ease in our considerations, as
EF, we will consider a set of data with very similar petrophysical parameters extracted
based on well-logging measurements. Note that electrofacies are not the same as geological
facies. Of course, EF can be helpful to classify geological facies based on well log data and
cores data analysis. Statistical methods applied in the well logging analysis were used to
predict parameters that could not be determined directly from measurements [5,6]. They
were most often used to determine porosity and permeability [7–9] or for predicting the
synthetic curves if, for some reason, they were not made [10,11]. The lack of reliable data is
also a characteristic of relatively modern resistivity measurements in specific geological
conditions with high resistivity contrast. Dual Laterolog tools were designed for such
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conditions, but they also fail in certain situations [12,13]. The measuring environment
in the borehole with low-resistivity mud about 0.1 ohmm and surrounding formation
high-resistivity in the order 40,000 ohmm can often cause problems. Erroneously high
resistivity deep resistivity (LLD) readings in the reservoir zone isolated from the top by high-
resistivity formations are known as the Groningen effect [14]. The increase in resistivity
on the LLD, begins at a depth of approximately 60 m below the high resistivity beds and
gradually increases along the reservoir formation until the DLL tool reaches the high
resistivity layers [15,16]. The Groningen effect does not affect the shallow measurement
(LLS) value from the DLL tools. Overestimating the LLD resistivity relative to the LLS
resistivity may have given the false impression of hydrocarbon saturation in the upper
part of the formation. The phenomenon was first observed at the Groningen gas field
in the Netherlands in Zechstein formations in the Rotliegendes sandstone. This effect
is also manifested in the Main Dolomite (Ca2) reservoir formations isolated from above
and below by highly resistive anhydrides. Since the problem was observed at the end
of the 1970s, there have been many papers describing the phenomenon as well as ways
to eliminate it on the deep resistivity measurement [17–19]. The proposed solutions did
not always produce the desired results, so finally, at the beginning of the 1990s, a new
solution was developed to eliminate the Groningen effect altogether [20]. New solutions
based on multi-electrode Array Laterolog types are now quite widely used. However,
DLL-type tools even today are still readily used in conditions of high resistivity contrasts
and determining the true resistivity Rt under such conditions is quite problematic. When
drilling new wells, additional measurements can be planned to eliminate the Groningen
effect. Unfortunately, it is worse with archival well logging data, where we can find many
falsified LLD logs from the DLL tools. Nowadays, in the age of widespread digitisation, it
is popular to build digital models of the reservoir [21,22]. In such situations, one has to be
careful when entering well logging data into reservoir models in carbonate formations [23].
In such situations, additional tools such as electrofacies are helpful, on the basis of which
we can fill in the model more accurately and avoid overestimation of resources due to the
Groningen effect.

The main objective of this work is to find a way to determine the true resistivity (Rt) in
hydrocarbon reservoirs where the Groningen effect was observed on logs made with Dual
Laterolog tools. There is a large number of such reservoirs and well log data in Poland, and
the development of an adequate method for Rt evaluation will be helpful in the analysis of
archival and new well logs. In the case of identified oil fields, for this purpose, we can build an
artificial neural network based on a relatively large amount of data from adjacent boreholes.

2. Materials and Methods

Research and detailed analyses were carried out for a selected area with five wells
at one of the largest hydrocarbon reservoirs in the Main Dolomite in the Fore-Sudetic
Monocline (Figure 1) in Poland [24]. The Barnówko-Mostno-Buszewo (BMB) reservoir,
from which the data are derived, was discovered in the early 1990s [25,26]. More than
40 wells have been drilled in the field to date.

This oil and gas reservoir has been discovered, such as barriers forming the edge zones
of the Zechstein carbonate platforms, where increased porosity allows the accumulation of
hydrocarbons. Good reservoir properties result from intergranular porosity and fractures
observed in the dipmeter log [27,28]. The thickness of the Main Dolomite ranges from
21 to 36 m here, and it is situated on the anhydrite formations (A1G). From the top, directly
on Ca2, there are anhydrite (A2) deposits with a thickness of 5 to 9 m. Then there are
evaporative deposits of cyclothems: Stassfurt (Z2), Leine (Z3) and Aller (Z4) with a total
thickness of more than 400 m. The considerable thickness of the salt-anhydrite formations
is responsible for the Groningen effect in the low-resistivity parts of the Main Dolomite.
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Figure 1. Map of Poland with a marked area of study. Well-1, marked on the map with a blue dot, is the target of our
research (after [24]—modified).

A set of five wells from Well-1 to Well-5 was selected on the reservoir, for which the
data presented in Table 1 were collected. For all wells the following measurements are
available: natural gamma-ray GR (API), shallow resistivity LLS (ohmm), deep resistivity
LLD (ohmm), sonic compressional slowness DT (us/m), caliper CALI (mm), bulk density
RHOB (g/cm3), neutron porosity NPHI (%). The deep resistivity Groningen corrected
measurement, LLDO (ohmm), is also available for four out of five wells. The LLD resistivity
measurement with Groningen correction was not performed at Well-1, which is situated in
the centre of this area, between the other wells. The LLDO curve in the considered boreholes
can be taken as the Rt curve. The main goals were to create and evaluate electrofacies and
predict the LLDO (Rt) value in Well-1.
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Table 1. Well log data available to electrofacies analysis.

Curve\Well Well-1 Well-2 Well-3 Well-4 Well-5

GR Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
LLS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
LLD Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

LLDO No Yes Yes Yes Yes
DT Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

CALI Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
RHOB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
NPHI Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Figure 2 shows an exemplary visualisation of the logs from Table 1 for Well-1 and
Well-4. Figure 2a shows the measurements from Well-4, which has been qualified as
the reference well for EF calculation and training neural networks. Figure 2b shows the
measurements from Well-1, where no LLDO measurement with Groningen correction was
performed. In this well, the RT_PRED (LLDO prediction) curve will be predicted based on
EF and neural networks models.
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Figure 2. An example of well-logging data in the analysed wells: (a) An example of Well-4 with a complete set of data, the
yellow colour marks the difference between the LLD measurement (overestimated due to the Groningen effect) and the
LLDO measurement, which corresponds to the true resistivity value Rt; (b) Summary of measurements in Well-1, without
the LLDO measurement.

Figure 3 summarises the distribution of resistivity from the deep laterologs LLD and
LLDO. In Well-4, the duality of the Main Dolomite (Ca2) interval is particularly visible,
related to different reservoir parameters, mainly with different saturations of water and
hydrocarbons. The least visible difference is in Well-5. After comparing the measurement of
deep laterolog resistivity (LLD) with the measurement taking into account the Groningen
effect (LLDO), the most remarkable differences in resistivity can be seen in the bottom of
the Ca2 intervals of Well-2, Well-3, and Well-4. This effect was not recorded in Well-5, while
it was not available in Well-1. Due to the most significant differentiation of the resistivity
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(distinct duality) of Ca2 in Well-4, this well was chosen as the teaching well for further
analysis, both when determining electrofacies and during Rt prediction in Well-1.
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Figure 3. Combination of LLD and LLDO in the Ca2 interval.

2.1. Electrofacies Calculation

Before building a neural network, a cluster analysis is worth performing to check the
heterogeneity of the Main Dolomite. It was known from the available geological data that
the Main Dolomite in the studied area might be saturated with gas, crude oil, and formation
water. At least two electrofacies with significant water saturation Sw in the bottom part and
hydrocarbon saturation Sh in the top part of the Main Dolomite were determined [29,30].
Unfortunately, a reliable Rt is needed to determine the saturation correctly. In four of the
five wells, available Rt values were obtained from additional resistivity measurements
correcting for the negative impact of the Groningen effect. For detailed analysis, the Geolog
Facimage (Emerson Paradigm Holding LLC) [31] program was used, which has several
built-in models based on various methods of statistical analysis:

– cluster analysis—Multi-Resolution Graph-Based Clustering (MRGBC) [32], Self-
Organizing Map (SOM), Dynamic Clustering, Ascendant Hierarchical Clustering (AHC);

– similarity—Similarity Threshold Method (STM);
– neural networks—Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [33]. The workflow in the

Facimage program it is presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 5 shows the histograms of the well logs from Well-4 that were used to build the
model. Figure 5a presents histograms of field data, while Figure 5b shows histograms of
normalised logs to release electrofacies. Facies propagation can be performed using two
methods: Barycenter or k-NN (k-nearest neighbours).
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Another module used to build the electrofacies distribution was IPSOM, available in
the Techlog, Schlumberger software (AGH University of Science and Technology license),
based on Kohonen networks, one of the basic types of self-organising neural networks [35].
A Self-Organizing Map (SOM) differs from typical ANNs both in its architecture and
algorithmic properties. Its structure comprises a single-layer linear 2D grid of neurons. All
the nodes on this grid are connected directly to the input vector but not to one another,
meaning the nodes do not know the values of their neighbours and only update the weight
of their connections as a function of the given inputs. The grid is the map that organises
itself at each iteration as a function of the input data.

2.2. True Resistivity Prediction (Rt_PRED/LLDO_PRED)

Logs in the Facimage program can be predicted in four ways using k-NN and Barycen-
ter in clustering models and using the ANN or regressions log prediction method. In ANN,
it is possible to select the number of epochs (minimum 300) and the number of hidden
layers (minimum 2).

Alternatively, the possibility of applying artificial neural networks for LLDO (Rt)
prediction was checked using the PS IMAGO PRO (ver. 7) programme based on the IBM
SPSS Statistics (ver. 27) analytical engine [36]. IBM SPSS Statistics is a well-known statistical
software widely used for statistical analysis and data mining. It also has a Neural Networks
module for multilayer perception (MLP) model building. The resistivity logs (LLD, LLS,
and LLDO) were logarithmised to reduce the skewness of distributions. Three models were
built: one on each of the data sets from Well-2, Well-4, and Well-5, and additionally a fourth
model in which the predicted value of the target variable was calculated as the arithmetic
mean of the values obtained from the three models mentioned above. In each model, the
target variable was LLDO (Rt), and the predictors were LLD, LLS, GR, DT, RHOB, and
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NPHI. In the beginning, the grouping of observations was performed using the two-step
cluster analysis (2SC) method [37,38]. This method was designed to handle very large
datasets with both continuous and categorical variables. It has two steps. First, cluster
the cases into many small sub-groups using the so-called cluster feature tree. Second,
cluster the sub-groups resulting from the pre-cluster step into the desired number of
groups using hierarchical clustering. 2SC can also automatically select the optimal number
of clusters based on Schwarz’s Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). Assignment to the
clusters designated in this way was then used as one of the predictors in the constructed
MLP models.

The quantitative variables introduced into the model of artificial neural networks
MLP were standardised. In IBM SPSS Statistics, the MLP models have an input layer, one
or two hidden layers, and an output layer. The number of neurons (excluding the bias
unit) in the input layer equals the sum of the number of all quantitative predictors and the
number of qualitative predictor categories. The number of neurons in two hidden layers
was chosen automatically. The output layer has one neuron for the quantitative target
variable. Each neuron from a given layer is connected to all neurons from the next layer.
Connections have assigned weights, which are initially numbers in the range [0; 1]. As
an output from each neuron of the hidden and output layers, we obtain the value of the
activation function on the linear combination of input signals and weights. The activation
function for the hidden layers was a hyperbolic tangent and for the output layer—identity.
The weights are corrected in the learning process by the backpropagation algorithm so
that the error function defined as the sum of the squared errors reaches a minimum. The
number of epochs in this learning process was set as 1000. To avoid reaching the local
minimum instead of the global one, the learning process was repeated 10 times and the
model with the smallest error on the training set was selected.

The quality of the models was verified on the test set containing data from Well-3
restricted to the Main Dolomite. The point of reference for all models was the LLDO
approximation by the LLD. The values of the root mean squared error and the absolute
error were compared. The root mean squared error (RMSE) for the target variable Y is
defined using Formula (1)

RMSE(Y) =

√
1
n ∑n

i=1(yi − ŷi)
2 (1)

and the mean absolute error (MAE) is defined using Formula (2)

MAE(Y) =
1
n ∑n

i=1|yi − ŷi|, (2)

where: yi denotes the observed and ŷi denotes the predicted value of the target variable Y
for the i-th observation [39].

3. Results
3.1. Electrofacies Calculation

After performing the calculations with all available methods in the Facimage program,
it was decided to present the results obtained with the MRGBC model, as they were the
best. This method is quite commonly used in the analysis of well logs data [40,41]. As a
result of the cluster analysis using the MRGBC method, six electrofacies were separated
in Well-4 and propagated to the remaining wells in the considered depth intervals. The
statistical characteristics of individual EF calculated in Well-4 are presented in Figure 6.
Facies_1 corresponds to salt formations, Facies_2 corresponds to anhydrite formations,
while Facies_3 to 6 correspond to Main Dolomites with different reservoir parameters. The
best reservoir parameters of the formation can be observed on Facies_5 and 6, which is
related to porosity.
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Figure 6. Electrofacies calculated in Well-4.

At the histograms of individual facies (Facies_1 to 6) and measurement curves, pre-
sented in Figure 6, it can be seen that the DT curve had a minimal effect on the fa-
cies division, and it could well be omitted in the cluster analysis. The results of the
model’s operation are presented in Figure 7a—the analysis of electrofacies at Well-4, and
Figure 7b—the effects of the propagation of the model built on Well-4 over Well-1. In this
case, the k-NN (k-nearest neighbours) as a facies propagation method was used.
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Figure 7. An example of well logging data and electrofacies calculation: (a) On Well-4 with a complete set of data, (b)
Summary of measurements and electrofacies calculation in the Well-1, using the MRGBC model built on Well-4.

Figures 8 and 9 show the results of the Kohonen network application (IPSOM, Techlog
software, Schlumberger, Houston, TX, USA) for the determination of EF in the analysed
wells. The analysis was performed for the Main Dolomite interval twice. In the first stage,
in each well, the EF were determined individually (Figure 8). In the second stage, the
Kohonen network was taught to recognise electrofacies only in Well-4. Subsequently, the
constructed network was applied to predict EF in the remaining four wells (Figure 9).
Divisions into different numbers of groups were tested. The best result was obtained for
four groups. Furthermore, statistical analysis showed the probable presence of four groups.
As a result, for both cases, it was decided to separate the four groups.
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Figure 8. Results of electrofacies determination using the IPSOM module, each well was learned individually. The following
paths are summarised: DT, GR, RHOB and NPHI input logs (only for Well-4), LLDO, LLS, MSFL resistivity logs (in the
Well-1 only LLS and MSFL, no LLDO) (only for Well-4), separated electrofacies, distinguished by colour, determined for the
Ca2 interval, for each well individually, and probability curves of a given electrofacies (the one for which the probability of
occurrence is the highest—“winning facies” is selected).
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Figure 9. Results of electrofacies determination using IPSOM module, the network was learned only for Well-4, results of
learning were applied to other wells. The following paths are summarised: LLDO, LLS, MSFL resistivity logs (in the Well-1
only LLS and MSFL, no LLDO) (only for Well-4), separated electrofacies, distinguished by colour, determined for the Ca2
interval, learned in Well-4 and after that applied to other wells probability function—on a scale from 0 to 1 [unitless] shows
the probability of a correct choice of facies, probability curves of a given electrofacies (the one for which the probability of
occurrence is the highest—“winning facies” is selected).

As it can be seen, in the first stage, when electrofacies were determined individually
for each well (Figure 8), all four facies were distinguished in Well-4. Facies 1 (dark blue)
and 2 (medium blue) dominate in the top part, while facies 3 (light blue) and 4 (green)
dominate in the bottom part. A similar situation can be seen in Well-3. Alternating facies
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1 and 3 were observed in Well-2, while facies 4 dominates in Well-5, with the present
interfaces of facies 2 and 3. In Well-1, alternating facies 1, 2, 3, and 4 were observed.

In the second stage (Figure 9), electrofacies were determined for a network learned
only on Well-4 data. The network was then applied to determine EF in the remaining wells.
In these wells, similar results were obtained as in the first stage. The highest differences
were recorded in Well-2, where in the second stage, mostly facies 2 and 3 were observed.
This result means that Well-4 is a representative well including all cases occurring in the
analysed group, and the network learned only on this well can be successfully used to
predict EF in the remaining wells.

Based on a comparison of the average values of the input logs in individual groups,
the selected electrofacies were characterised:

– electrofacies 1 (dark blue)—characterised by the lowest GR logs indication (average
13 API), average bulk density of 2.59 g/cc, average transit interval time 60 us/ft,
and average neutron porosity on the order of 20%. It is characterised by high deep
resistivity (10 ohmm) and a large filtration zone;

– electrofacies 2 (medium blue)—characterised by relatively (in comparison to other
groups) high GR logs indication (average 20 API), average bulk density of 2.62 g/cc,
average transit interval time 57 us/ft, and medium average neutron porosity on the
order of 15%. It is characterised by high deep resistivity (14 ohmm) and a large
filtration zone;

– electrofacies 3 (light blue)—characterised by low GR logs indication (average 14 API),
the lowest average bulk density of 2.44 g/cc, average transit interval time 68 us/ft,
and highest average neutron porosity on the order of 28%. It is characterised by
relatively (in comparison to other groups) low deep resistivity (4 ohmm);

– electrofacies 4 (green)—characterised by the highest GR logs indication (average 23
API), the highest average bulk density of 2.70 g/cc, the lowest average transit interval
time 52 us/ft, and the lowest average neutron porosity on the order of 7%. It is
characterised by high deep resistivity (17 ohmm) and a large filtration zone.

3.2. True Resistivity Prediction (Rt_PRED/LLDO_PRED)

The prediction of the Rt curve was performed using ANN in Facimage and MLP in
the IBM SPSS Statistics. The ANN tests in Facimage were performed for various epochs
and hidden layers, but increasing epochs and hidden layers did not significantly improve
the results. Eventually, the results were obtained with the parameters of 500 epochs and
three hidden layers. Figure 10 shows the well log data and RT_PRED prediction results
from Facimage learned in Well-4.

The brown colour shows the difference in the LLD value from the measurement and
the RT_PRED value from the prediction. As can be seen, the LLD value in the bottom
part was reduced similarly to the LLDO measurement (Figure 2a). The difference between
LLDO and predicted RT_PRED from ANN learning is very convergent.

Then the model built on Well-4 was tested on Well-3 and Well-5. The model imple-
mentation results on Well-3 and Well-5 are presented in Figure 11a,b, respectively. As can
be seen in Figure 11a,b, the differences between the measured values of LLDO and the
values LLDO_PRED from the prediction of the neural network learned on Well-4 are very
similar and can be used in the further interpretation of saturation.
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the LLD value from the measurement and the RT_PRED value from the prediction.

Various models of multilayer perceptrons were also examined in IBM SPSS Statistics.
They were built on Well-2, Well-4, and Well-5 and tested on Well-3. The prediction quality
was checked for models with original LLS, LLD, and LLDO resistivity values and models
with logarithmised LLS, LLD, and LLDO values. Additionally, it was checked if adding
the grouping step before building the multilayer perceptron model would improve the
prediction quality. Indeed, it turned out that the diversity of the geological structure was
reflected in the results of 2SC. Three good quality clusters were obtained corresponding to
the main dolomite, salt, and anhydrite deposits. The variable identifying membership of
these clusters was then introduced as a predictor of the MLP model, significantly improving
its quality. Furthermore, a much better quality of prediction characterised models built
based on logarithmic values of resistivity. To take advantage of the natural location of
Well-1 between Well-2, Well-4, and Well-5 wells, a model was also built that averaged the
values predicted by MLP on individual wells. As could be expected, this model turned
out to be better than the previous ones. Table 2 summarises RMSE and MAE values for
log(LLDO) and LLDO prediction by LLD and best models tested on Well-3.
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Figure 11. Summary of well logging data in the tested wells, the RT_PRED values below the LLDO are marked in green
and above the LLDO in blue: (a) Well log data from Well-3 with Rt prediction (LLDO_PRED); (b) Well log data from Well-5
with Rt prediction (LLDO_PRED).

Table 2. RMSE and MAE values for log(LLDO) and LLDO prediction by LLD and various models tested on Well-3.

Model RMSE (log(LLDO)) MAE (log(LLDO)) RMSE (LLDO) MAE (LLDO)

LLD 0.4401 0.3602 102.4347 20.7308
Facimage on Well-4 0.2723 0.2252 15.8028 9.3463

IBM SPSS Statistics on Well-4 0.2882 0.2286 63.3347 18.8500
IBM SPSS Statistics—mean of

models built on Well-2, 4, and 5 0.2460 0.1837 89.8486 14.7368

Based on Table 2, it can be observed that the network built in Facimage on Well-4 gives
the smallest MAE(LLDO) = 9.3463 error. On the other hand, if we consider logarithmised
data, the smallest MAE(log(LLDO)) = 0.1837 error gives the model defined as the mean
value of the values predicted by networks built on Well-2, 4, and 5 in IBM SPSS Statistics
program. Figure 12 shows the result of LLDO (Rt) prediction by these two models on Well-3.
Tracks 1 and 2 compile the resistivity logs and LLDO_PRED curves from the Facimage
and the IBM SPSS Statistics predictions, respectively. On track 3, the two prediction curves
on a smaller scale from 0 to 200 ohmm have been compiled to refine the differences. The
prediction of both curves is satisfactory and does not differ significantly from the LLDO
measurement curve.

A scatterplot (Figure 13) was made to show the relationship between the measured
LLDO value and the deep resistivity log LLD. As can be seen, the LLD overestimates the
values of LLDO. Figure 14a,b show the fit of LLDO values predicted by best models built
in the Facimage and IBM SPSS Statistics programs to the LLDO measured values. As can
be seen, the observations fit x = y line quite well.
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Figure 14. Scatterplots of predicted values LLDO_PRED from two best models and LLDO measurements on Well-3:
(a) LLDO_PRED calculated in the Facimage program based on Well-4 and tested on Well-3; (b) LLDO_PRED calculated in
the IBM SPSS Statistics program based on the mean value of three networks (built on Well-2, 4, and 5) and tested on Well-3.

Figure 15a,b show the final results of the models’ prediction on Well-1. They sum-
marise the resistivity measurements, electrofacies is and Rt prediction curves in Facimage
and IBM SPSS Statistics programs, respectively.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the Rt (blue curve on resistivity track) curve prediction using the Facimage and the IBM SPSS
Statistics programs on Well-1. The yellow colour marks the area where the Rt values are below the LLD, and the brown
colour marks the area where the Rt values are over the LLD. (a) Well-1 logging data with RT_FACIMAGE predicted in the
Facimage program; (b) Well-1 logging data with RT_SPSS predicted in the IBM SPSS Statistics program.

Figures 16 and 17 present the cross-sections combining the determined electrofacies
with the available results of the conventional petrophysical interpretation. The lithological
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solution and the saturation distribution in the analysed wells have been compiled on the last
two paths. The results of the interpretation were not taken into account in the EF calculation
and analysis. A high correlation of the “dark violet” facies with the bottom interval of the
Main Dolomite, characterised by increased porosity, was noticed. The bottom interval is also
more water-saturated. Anhydrite intervals below and above the Ca2 interval were clearly
separated, but also anhydrite thin beds inside the Ca2 (yellow facies) were noticed. The high
correlation of the results of the algorithms used to extract electrofacies with the results of
the standard interpretation confirms the legitimacy of using machine learning methods to
distinguish the internal differentiation of the Main Dolomite intervals.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

The research described in the article aimed to find out to what extent recently popular
methods, such as data mining, machine learning, neural networks, cluster analysis, can
be helpful in the interpretation of well log data. For this purpose, specialised borehole
data analysis software (Facimage, Paradigm and Techlog, Schlumberger) and dedicated
algorithms (MRGBC, IPSOM), as well as the statistical software (IBM SPSS Statistics), were
used. The results of these works are very convergent, which confirms the sense of using
statistical analyses in the interpretation of well log data. Nevertheless, it has been noticed
that very good results of the Rt curve prediction are obtained if numerous wells with
a complete set of measurements are available. Developing an accurate neural network
model on a well-known hydrocarbon field can significantly accelerate the assessment of
hydrocarbon/water saturation when drilling subsequent production wells on the field.

A large amount of data is the way to succeed because some well’s missing measure-
ments can be completed using modern data analysis methods. In such situations, it should
be borne in mind that the generated curve will not fully replace the real measurement but
can significantly help in the lithological and saturation interpretation.

Based on the experience from the above analysis, it has been noticed that in the case
of having four wells for building ANN, it is crucial to choose an appropriate well that will
be relatively similar to the tested one. Well-4, which was applied to teach the network due
to its large diversity in data recording, was successfully used to predict the electrofacies
distribution in the remaining wells and to predict Rt in the well, where no measurement
was made taking into account the Groningen effect. In the case of Well-2, which has a
slightly different structure, building a network on it did not give satisfactory results at
the test well. Only the choice of Well-4 allowed the construction of a neural network,
the propagation of which to the remaining wells gave good effects and thereby obtained
satisfactory results in Well-1. A good solution is also the widest possible use of the available
data and the construction of a model based on several holes, which averages the predicted
values of the target variable.

Of course, carrying out statistical analyses is a much easier process when one has
software is dedicated to a given field of science or industry. Examples of such software for
geology are the Facimage or the Techlog, Schlumberger software. The built-in algorithms
were adapted to the nature of the analysed data. However, it is not impossible to use
general statistical analysis and data mining software such as IBM SPSS Statistics. In some
cases, such as not measuring all the required curves, this software may offer much more
flexibility. Due to the general purpose, however, it requires much more work due to the
need to transform the data properly and the time it takes to perform additional analyses or
build extra models.
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